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VINCENT WAUTERS

Rossignol has made current social issues a priority for several 
years now. Our goal is to maintain economic performance, 
grow our business, and help our employees to thrive while 
reducing our impact on the environment and contributing to 
a sustainable future.

Through the application of the Respect Program (our envi-
ronment and social responsibility program), our teams make 
continuous progress towards the three goals we have set 
ourselves: carbon footprint reduction of 30% by 2030, waste 
reduction of 40% by 2025, and social commitment to respect 
our community and our playing fi eld, the mountains.

Our initiatives and future development go hand in hand with 
the RESPECT program, an engaging central theme for the 
Rossignol Group and our teams. 

The program covers four key themes: more respectful product 
design, respectful manufacturing processes, social action, 
and respecting our mountain playground. 

CEO’S COMMITMENT

Among the many initiatives underway, one of the examples of 
our commitment is our membership of the French business cli-
mate convention, Convention des Entreprises pour le Climat, 
where I proudly participate with other business leaders. The 
CEC unites 150 business leaders around a common goal to 
generate ambitious proposals for impactful environmental 
transformation. The aim of the project is to bring the par-
ticipating business’s road maps in line with environmental 
issues. This work will culminate in June 2022 with a report 
to UNESCO.

It’s time to discover all this year’s initiatives and actions  and 
join us in renewing our engagement to  support the United 
Nations Global Compact’s ten principles.

Vincent Wauters 
CEO, Rossignol Group
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DISTRIBUTION IN 55 COUNTRIES
Based in the French Alpes, the Rossignol 
Group has international standing with 80% of 
its activity conducted outside France.

World

Bikes

Apparel and Footwear
Winter Sports Gear 

France
1,350

17% 71%

691

STAFF  on March 31, 2021

12%
Bikes

Worldwide

NORTH 
AMERICA
> Park City 
(Utah - USA)
> Montreal

EUROPE
> France
> Italy
> Germany
> Austria
> Switzerland
> Norway
> Sweden
> Denmark
> Finland

JAPAN:
> Tokyo

CHINA
> Shanghai

+ distribution in
42 countries

Group turnover:
Ð264 MILLION 
(as of March 31 2021)

ROSSIGNOL GROUP

DISTRIBUTION IN 55 COUNTRIES
Based in the French Alpes, the Rossignol 
Group has international standing with 80% of 
its activity conducted outside France.

Worldwide

NORTH 
AMERICA
> Park City 
(Utah - USA)
> Montreal

EUROPE
> France
> Italy
> Germany
> Austria
> Switzerland
> Norway
> Sweden
> Denmark

JAPAN:
> Tokyo

CHINA
> Shanghai

+ distribution in
42 countries

> Finland

INDUSTRIAL SITES
The Group has 4 plants in Europe, 
including 2 in France:

> Sallanches: Production of high-end alpine skis 
in small and medium series for Rossignol and 
Dynastar and Junior skis at the foot of Mont-Blanc.

> Nevers: Bindings for the world’s second brand, Look.

> Artés (Spain): Dedicated to production of wood-core 
alpine skis, skis made with traditional technology for 
Rossignol and Dynastar and high-end cross-country skis.

> Montebelluna (Italy): Premium alpine boots for 
Rossignol and Lange and high-end Risport ice-skates. 
Conception & Design center for footwear, 
including Rossignol footwear.
The Group also has a central logistics warehouse 
in Saint-Etienne-de-Saint-Geoirs.

Geographical origin of production:
Alpine skis: 98% Western Europe
(22% Sallanches, France and 76% Spain, Artés)
Alpine ski boots: 100% Europe
Alpine ski bindings: 89% France

INTERNATIONAL HEAD OFFICE
In the French department of Isère, near Grenoble, 
our St-Jean-de-Moirans head offi ce is home to all the 
support functions and management. It also houses our 
race workshop where we manufacture 10,000 pairs of 
competition skis, 3,000 of which are made for athletes.
As part of our CSR Respect approach,
the site generates solar power.

Global Hub Apparel & D2C in Milan, Italy.



FACTORIES

PRODUCTS

1970
Creation of a ski 
club for our
employees’ children

2000
Special staff rates in a 
dedicated store

2009
Environmentally friendly 
design and construction 
of the St Jean de Moirans 
head offi ce in the French 
department of Isère

2011 2013 2015 2020 2021
Relocation of our 
junior ski production 
from Taiwan to 
Sallanches

Creation of the Ecocorico 
group for employees 
committed to sustainable 
development

Launch of the Rental 
New Deal initiative for 
recycling products at the 
end of their life cycle

Joins
Global Compact

Engage in 
the French 
business climate 
convention: 
Convention des 
Entreprises 
for the Climate

Launch of the
RESPECT program

2006 2012 2019 2021
ARTÉS (SPAIN) NEVERS (France) SALLANCHES (France) MONTEBELLUNA (ITALY)

ISO 14001 certifi cation

First 
environmentally 
friendly skis: 
Attraxion Echo

2009
1907
First wooden 
skis 
made in Voiron 
(Isère, France)

2011
XPRESS bindings: 
environmental impact 
included, depending on 
the impact category, 
between 51% and 77% 
of traditional binding 
systems.

2018
Atelier S
textile range   
Made in France in 
entirely recycled fabric

2019
Marketing of the 
Templar Impacts 
helmet

2020

2021

BlackOps ski range

T-shirt and 
polo in organic 
cotton certifi ed 
GOTS
(4 models) 

Freeride 
Rossignol 
backpack 
in recycled 
polyester 

A commitment 
built over 

time

5

KEY DATES IN OUR CSR APPROACH
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Global Compact is an international voluntary initiative for commitment to CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility),
launched in July 2000 by the UN. This commitment to ongoing improvement is based on a sense of responsibility, transparency and common good.

ROSSIGNOL GROUP HAS BEEN A PROUD MEMBER OF THE GLOBAL INITIATIVE SINCE DECEMBER 3, 2015.

1. Support and respect the protection of
internationally proclaimed laws for human rights.

2. Ensure absence of complicity with any
Human Rights violations.

3. Uphold the freedom of association and the effective
recognition of the right to collective bargaining.

4. Contribute to the elimination of all forms of forced and
compulsory labor.

5. Contribute to the effective abolition of child labor.

6. Contribute to the elimination of discrimination in
respect of employment and occupation.

7. Support a precautionary approach to
environmental challenges.

8. Undertake initiatives to promote greater
environmental responsibility.

9. Encourage the development and diffusion of
environmentally-friendly technology.

10. Act against corruption in all its forms,
including extortion and bribery.

HUMAN RIGHTS

INTERNATIONAL LABOR
STANDARDS ANTI-CORRUPTION

ENVIRONMENT

10
GLOBAL
GOALS

THE

GLOBAL COMPACT
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Promote inclusivity and 
engage with community.

Innovate respectful 
products linked to 
circular economy.

Contribute to alpine 
sports & outdoor 
activities 365 days a year.

Reduce CO2 
emission footprint.

Increase % of eco-
product while reducing 
production waste.

FOCUS ON 5 KEY AREAS OF 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
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THE FRAMEWORK
. Start from the citizens' work areas, enrich them with themes specifi c to the business world and supervise this work 
by recognized experts
. A-PARTISAN approach
. 150 leaders of small, medium and large companies from various busines sectors representing 250,000 employees
. Governance by independent experts and academics 
. 80 volunteers to organize and supervise the working sessions

The Rossignol Group is one of the 150 member companies of the CEC launched in September 2021. It is a shining 
opportunity for impactful action and to expand the Rossignol Group’s RESPECT program supported by our employees.

THE MISSION
Align companies with the objectives given to Citizens in 2019 and then by Europe in 2020, i.e.  keeping a national 
trajectory of -55% of GHG emissions by 2030, while respecting biodiversity and in a spirit of social justice.

THE PLANNING

THE FRENCH BUSINESS CONVENTION FOR THE CLIMATE (CEC)
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9

OUR 
PROGRAM

Our 
environmental 

and 
social approach,

commitments 
and initiatives.
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engage
in a strong 
environmental 
and social policy

and convince all our
partners to engage
with us.

WE MUST

According 
to fi ndings 
in the IPCC 

report 
published 

last August,
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The fi ndings in the IPCC 
report published last August 

encourage our initiatives. “Recent climate change is widespread, 
rapid and intensifying. Many of the 
changes observed are unprecedented in 
thousands of years.”

"To limit global warming, we need to reduce 
emissions of CO2, methane, and other greenhouse 
gases sharply, quickly and sustainably. 
This would reduce the consequences of climate 
change and improve air quality.”

"There is no doubt that human activity 
is causing climate change, generating 
extreme climatic events such as more 
frequent and serious heat waves, 
heavy rainfall, and droughts.” 

"To limit global warming, we need to reduce 
emissions of CO2, methane, and other greenhouse 
gases sharply, quickly and sustainably. 
This would reduce the consequences of climate 
change and improve air quality.”change and improve air quality.”
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Our future climate 
depends on decisions we 

make now.
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REDUCE 
our

CARBON
FOOTPRINT

BY 30%
BY 2030.

Target 
CARBON

NEUTRALITY
in 2050.

UNDERTAKE 
SOCIAL
ACTION
to better 

live together.

REDUCE
our waste

BY 40%
BY 2025.

This strengthens our 
motivation to meet 

our three objectives:

1 2 3
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REDUCING
OUR CARBON 
FOOTPRINT.

1

14
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THE GROUP'S GHG INVENTORY  20/21

The GHG inventory assesses the amount of greenhouse gases emitted into the 
atmosphere by an organization’s activities in a year. We calculated for all three scopes *.

*
Scope 1 - DIRECT emissions from 
combustion sources and refrigerant leaks

Scope 2 - Indirect emissions caused 
by electricity and heat production.

Scope 3 - Purchase of raw materials, services, 
employee mobility, upstream and downstream 
transport of goods, waste management.

FREIGHT
7%

DIRECT 
WASTE
1%

CAPITAL ASSETS
3% ENERGY

7%

TRAVEL
3%

INCOMING GOODS 
& MATERIALS
79%
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St-Etienne de 
St-Geoirs

(ISÈRE)

St-Jean de Moirans 
(ISÈRE - HEAD OFFICE)

INVENTORY OF THE GROUP'S GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
ACTIONS ON OUR SITES IN 20-21

A new heat pump on our platform 
reduced energy consumption 
by 20% between October 
2020 and October 2021.

> Interior lighting was 
also replaced.

We consumed 
192,770 kwh 
produced by 
solar panels 
mounted on our 
site in 2020.

SITE
CAPITAL ASSETS

1%

WASTE
1%

MATERIAL
INPUT
3%

ENERGY
1%

FREIGHT
21%

FINISHED MATERIAL
INPUT 
71%

SITE
CAPITAL ASSETS

4%

WASTE
1%

MATERIAL
INPUT
5%

ENERGY
5%

TRAVEL
11%

EXTERNAL 
SERVICES
74%
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Nevers 
(NIÈVRE)

Several actions were applied to reduce 
energy consumption on the site, including:

> optimization of air extraction and heating 
settings (reduced at night and on weekends);
> replacement of all neon lighting - a 
total of 1,542 tubes - with 458 LEDs for 
a calculated reduction of 500 kg CO2;
> new compressors more suited to 
our power needs with heat recovery for 
calculated reduction of 550 kg CO2.
More studies are underway, including 
into the use of solar panels.

SITE
CAPITAL ASSETS

1%
WASTE

1%

TRAVEL
1%

FREIGHT
1%

ENERGY
10%EXTERNAL 

SERVICES
1%

FINISHED MATERIAL
INPUT 
85%

Sallanches
(HAUTE-SAVOIE)

SITE
CAPITAL ASSETS

3%

WASTE
7%

TRAVEL
2% ENERGY

20%

DIRECT
EMISSIONS
1%

FREIGHT
1%

EXTERNAL  
SERVICES

9%

FINISHED MATERIAL
INPUT 
57%

> The site conducted an energy audit from 
March to July 2021. The result is a plan 
for decarbonization and energy savings. 
Important modifi cations are 
planned for our ventilation, boilers, 
compressors and cooling units.

INVENTORY OF THE GROUP'S GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
ACTIONS ON OUR SITES IN 20-21
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Artés
(SPAIN) 

A fi rst DND machine was installed 
at our Artés site this year. The 
purchase of two other machines is 
planned for the coming years.

As well as signifi cantly reducing 
energy consumption, this technology 
reduces our use of inks and solvents.

WASTE 
5%

SITE
CAPITAL ASSETS

3% TRAVEL
4%

ENERGY
19%

FREIGHT
2%

EXTERNAL 
SERVICES

4%

MATERIAL
INPUT
63%

Montebelluna 
(ITALY)

> Neon tubes were replaced 
with LED bulbs to reduce 
energy consumption and 
improve lighting quality.

SITE
CAPITAL ASSETS
1%

TRAVEL
1%

ENERGY
6%

MATERIAL 
INPUT
10%

FREIGHT
2%

EXTERNAL 
SERVICES

1%

FINISHED MATERIAL
INPUT 
79%

DND MACHINE IN ARTÉS

INVENTORY OF THE GROUP'S GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
ACTIONS ON OUR SITES IN 20-21
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CARBON FOOTPRINT 
OF AN ALPINE SKI

ANAYLSIS OF PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE

Material input represents 79% of the 
group's greenhouse gas emissions.

This observation caused us to conduct 
Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) on our products 
to understand the impact at each stage.

We can now use this information 
to optimize our CO2 impact at each 
development stage of our products.

Carbon 
footprint

BETWEEN
60 AND 70%

BETWEEN
24 AND 28%

BETWEEN
5 AND 9%

BETWEEN
2 AND 3%
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SOME OF OUR RESPECTFUL PRODUCTS

Fleece 
in entirely recycled 
polyester

New Palmarès jacket

PrimaLoft® ECO breath-
able insulation in entirely 
recycled material from 
plastic bottles. GRS (Global 
Recycled Standard) certifi ed 
insulation

R-EXP T-shirt made 
with recycled 
materials

Comp J3/J4 - Flash Rental
(shell contains 50% recycled PU)

Atelier S and Atelier City ranges 

Innovative and environmentally friendly products 
made entirely in France, in the Drôme depart-
ment. They also use Sympatex (R), a waterproof, 
windproof, and breathable material with no PTFE 
or PFC content made from recycled materials.

Development of the 
ski range containing 
PEFC-certifi ed wood 

cores, such as our EX-
PERIENCE 82 TI ski

Bag made from 
recycled polyester.

Products
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RESPECTFUL PRODUCT DESIGN

Packaging
> Ski-boot packaging: 
New packaging for season 20/21 and 
winter 21/22 for our two shoe brands 
with FSC® branded cardboard and 
minimized ink use. 

> Reduced paper and plastic in footwear 
packaging and use of recycled PE polybags.

> Development of new kraft cardboard 
packaging for our helmets and masks.

OUR ACTIONS

Recycled PE 
polybag

New packaging for 
helmets and masks
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OUR OUTDOOR EXPERIENCES RESORTS BECOME RE-
SPECT RESORTS.

The Rossignol Group’s Outdoor Experiences 
department supports local authorities 
in the development of tourism based 
on outdoor sports. The latest initiative, 
launched this autumn, is an action plan to 
create Respect Resorts with its members.

Respect Resorts in our network of 
Outdoor Experiences destinations (Trail 
running, Nordic walking, R-Bikes and ski 
touring) aim to reduce the environmental 
impact and engage in a sustainable 
development approach by applying concrete 
initiatives with the sports community.

We have developed a simple action 
plan for rapid implementation 
featuring seven themes that address 
current environmental issues:

• transportation
• promotion of local   
 and sustainable initiatives
• signs
• waste
• reception center
• social and disability
• communication

The ultimate aim is to assist resorts with 
essential ecological transition and to provide 
users with clear information so they can 
choose eco-responsible destinations.

OUR RESPECT RESORTS: 

Pays de Saint Jean de Monts Vendée 
Océan, Puigmal Pyrénées Cerdagne, 
Golfe du Morbihan Vannes, Collines 
d’Opale Pays de Lumbres, Eaux Bonnes 
Gourette, Niort Marais Poitevin, Laval, 
Groupe Rossignol. More coming soon!

Respect 
Resorts
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REDUCING
OUR WASTE

2

23
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Montebelluna

Nevers

Montebelluna

Nevers
Since 2017, this site has been reducing waste. 
The result is a reduction of 59% of our waste 
in order to reach 109 tonnes in 20/21. Key 
highlights in 20/21:

> reuse or replace cardboard with 
reusable containers such as plastic 
bins with expected waste reduction 
of approximately 40 tons.

This year, the Montebelluna factory set up 
a washing machine for tampography prints 
that reduces our acetone consumption and 
excludes all hazardous waste production from 
the process.

> Plastic waste has also been reduced with 
better reuse of plastic regrind. 

> Supplier cardboard packaging has been 
reduced, reused, or returned.

BETTER USE OF 
PLASTIC REGRIND

> reuse or resale of pallets and 
plastic waste sorting.

> recycling drink cans and replacement of 
plastic cups to reduce our household waste.

Finally, a study into recycling waste 
of solvents is underway (acetone, 
regenerated solvent, binosolve)

WASHING MACHINE FOR 
TAMPOGRAPHY PRINTS

REDUCTION, REUSE, AND 
RETURN OF SUPPLIER 
CARDBOARD PACKAGING

RE-USING 
CARDBOARD

PLASTIC WASTE 
SORTED AND RESOLD

Actions
on our sites

IN 20-21.
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Our St-Étienne de St-Geoirs site has massively 
reduced packaging for ski bindings.

Until recently, skis and bindings were in two 
separate boxes. We now pack bindings with skis 
which signifi cantly reduces packaging and opti-
mizes loading for transport.

The site also reuses 50% of incoming supplier 
cardboard packaging for textile production, and 
we plan to continue to optimize this process.

In addition to above, we are reusing obsolete 
products, such as poles and bindings, to make 
out of them anti-bacterial gel dispensers for 
our stores and for some of our retailers' stores.

Actions 
on our sites 

in 2020- 2021

BEFORE/AFTER
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SOCIAL 
ACTIONS

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENTS IN OUR 
COMMUNITY

3
26
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RESPECTFUL MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

39 of our suppliers were audited and 97% of them received positive results. 
Action plans have been requested where improvement is necessary.

> Only one supplier did not meet our minimum requirements. 
An action plan is in progress and another audit will be conducted next year.

5 to 10
conformity 

audits 
each year

Our 
suppliers

5 to 10
conformity 

audits 
each year
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Safety & 
employment

Frequency 20-21 
(April 2020/March 2021) : 
7.84 versus 8.67 in 19-20
(objective end March  <10)

Gravity rate 20-21 
(April 2020/March 2021)
0.37 versus 0.66 in 19-20
(Objective end March : <0,5)

SAFETY RESULTS 20-21

2020 2021

APRIL                          MAY                         JUNE                          JULY                       AUGUST             SEPTEMBER             OCTOBER              NOVEMBER             DECEMBER             JANUARY              FEBRUARY                   MARCH

20
/0

4
20

/0
5

20
/0

6
20

/0
7

20
/0

8
20

/0
9

20
/1

0
20

/1
1

20
/1

2
21

/0
1

21
/0

2
21

/0
3
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New actions are ongoing in all our sites to improve working conditions, safety, and quality 
of work life. 

Some examples:

SOCIAL ACTIONS IN OUR COMMUNITY

CONTINUED IMPROVEMENT OF WORKING CONDITIONS

Nevers

BEFORE/AFTER

A new powder 
booth to reduce 
pollution. Replacement of a manual press by a 

semi-automatic press to reduce diffi cult 
tasks and MSDs.

A new marking 
machine with improved safety and 
ergonomics. BEFORE/AFTER

Safety 
at work
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 Sallanches Montebelluna Artés 

Anti-slip paint in the 
dispatch area.

Reorganization 
of the after-sales 
service area with 
integration of 
consumer service 
and a new layout 
for the Race 
Center/Promotion 
workshop.

New production tracking 
screens with information 
sharing between sites.

New workshop 
layout to improve 
and simplify fl ow.

Application of 
the 5S system to 
improve working 
conditions and 
ergonomics.

New layout 
space for the 
healthcare 
service.

Use of forklifts with 
claws for handling 
cardboard packaging to 
avoid moving boxes on 
pallets and to reduce 
fatigue.

Blood tests offered to 
employees returning 
to work after isolation 
with the Vénéti 
public healthcare 
department.

SOCIAL ACTIONS IN OUR COMMUNITY

Safety  
at work

CONTINUED IMPROVEMENT OF WORKING CONDITIONS
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TELEWORKING

Teleworking has become the norm due to 
the pandemic.

Since 2018, an agreement has covered head 
offi ce employees to take into account com-
pany constraints. The general application 
of teleworking has changed our organiza-
tion and communication tools. A new, more 
fl exible agreement has been signed to take 
into account employee feedback. New pro-
visions reconcile the work-life balance with 
the company’s economic performance.

CALL TO EMPLOYEES
SEPTEMBER 2021

Management and staff representatives 
decided to involve volunteers to work on dif-
ferent subjects such workplace equality

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

Monthly management information meetings 
are alternated with full staff meetings. These 
meetings are also held as video conferences 
to include all our France and overseas sites 
and are recorded to reach the maximum num-
ber of employees. Each meeting winds up with 
a Q&A session.  These monthly meetings are 
live on our logistics platform and in our fac-
tories in France, Italy, and Spain. To ensure 
constant improvement in our communication, 
a satisfaction survey is sent to each employee 
after general meetings.

Department breakfast meetings are organized 
with the CEO and a member of the executive 
committee to generate dialog and cultivate 
genuine relations.Department

breakfast meetings

SOCIAL ACTIONS IN OUR COMMUNITY

Quality of
Work Climate

between women and men to understand how 
the subject is perceived in the group and col-
lect employees’ testimonials and suggestions. 

Four two-hour meetings were held on the 
subject in October 2021.
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Our business allows us to propose meetings 
between athletes, ambassadors and employ-
ees. Our employees can watch our riders’ fi lms 
at head offi ce and exchange with them. Regular 
autograph sessions are organized with our ski 
champions, and more recently with our bike 
champions.

We hosted the La Freeski Academy des 
Arcs for a rails demonstration by our rid-
ers Hugo Laugier & Axel Le Palabe and two 
young Freeski skiers. Employees also had the 
chance to try the Big Air jump. 

Not to mention a great initiative organized 
by our Spanish site! For the fi rst time, the 
team organized a special day to celebrate the 

arrival of employees’ children born during the 
year. 

A special day to
celebrate births

Quality of
Work Climate

SOCIAL ACTIONS IN OUR COMMUNITY
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The in-house Rossignol association
created in 2013 with 20 
engaged employees.

The Ecocorico group organized its annual 
Ecological Transition week. The aim is to 
inform, raise awareness, and present simple, 
effective and environmentally friendly solu-
tions with at least one action per day:

> an entirely vegetarian menu to discover 
more responsible eating habits

 > a nocturnal farmers market with 
local and responsible products 

 > Photo exhibition by the 
"Une bouteille à la mer” club 
to raise awareness of threats to the 
environment through sport and images.

> Workshop for learning to decipher 
labels and select the best products

> Climate mural: a workshop to learn about 
the cause and effects of climate change

> Film 
"Des Abeilles et des Hommes"

SOCIAL ACTIONS IN OUR COMMUNITY
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Blood donation organized at our head 
offi ce twice a year with the Établissement 
Français du Sang. Our employees always 
participate massively in these events.

The Group is actively engaged in 
regional organizations such as:

> Centr’Alp, an association of business 
leaders from the industrial park who 

Our local
engagement work together on local development 

projects led by their vice-president 
who is a Rossignol employee.

> Group of local municipalities

> And local businesses

SOCIAL ACTIONS IN OUR COMMUNITY
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Fighting 
corruption

The Group has put in place measures to ensure compliance with the Sapin II act dated 
December 9, 2016 to fi ght bribery and corruption.

The Rossignol Group sent an email to all 
employees in May to inform them of the 
new measures. An internal alert system 
exists for reporting situations and actions 
that infringe the Group’s code of conduct. 
Alerts are made through secure reporting 
process to ensure anonymity. 

A risk map has been created to identify, 
analyze, and rank external risks of corrup-
tion. It is updated regularly.

> A procedure for assessing customers 
and suppliers is also applied to all new 
business relations with database consul-
tation, integrity questionnaires, and eco-
nomic and strategic intelligence surveys 
for companies in high-risk countries.
An internal or external accounting audit 
procedure is in place to ensure that the 
accounting personnel in all our companies 
and/or external auditors check thoroughly 
for signs of corruptions in our accounts and 
records.

Disciplinary sanctions for violation by 
employees of the Code of Conduct are listed 
in the internal rules and regulations of each 
of the Group’s companies.

An internal audit and evaluation system has 
been put in place.
A training plan for Group employees is 
underway.
A new information campaign and reminder 
of procedures will be organized early in 
2022.

SOCIAL ACTIONS IN OUR COMMUNITY
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After planting 25,000 trees in Tanzania, 
the Rossignol Group is working with 
Reforest'Action to plant at least 17,000 trees in 
the Kuzuko pastures in South Africa.

This action participates in the restoration of 
degraded land due to overgrazing. 

The growth of a new , sustainably managed 
forest in arid zones will generate many 

ACT TO RESPECT OUR PLAYGROUND17,000 TREES 
PLANTED
IN SOUTH AFRICA

benefi ts, such as CO2 storage, biodiversity 
development, and wood production as a 
sustainable energy source.

Continuation of our partnership with RIDERS 
FOR REFUGEES to support our snowboard 
athlete and the association’s Rhone-Alpes 
representative, Marion Haerty with two main 
objectives: helping refugees and reducing 
environmental impact. 

Marion is also the sponsor of a ski resort
near our head offi ce where we have donated 
snowboard covers that would have otherwise 
been destroyed. A shining example of local 
re-use!
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Once again, Rossignol supported the POW association with a donation 
and another White Friday/POW operation at the end of November 2020. 
The goal is to donate 10% of the turnover from White Friday.

The association helps outdoor enthusiasts to protect 
cherished places and lifestyle by bringing them together 
to learn about and act for climate change. 

The American subsidiary of the Rossignol Group 
supports the SHARE WINTER FOUNDATION. The 
organization fi nances transport and equipment to 
give young people aged 5 to 18 the chance to discover 
snow and winter sports during school time.

Rossignol is also proud to support WOMEN OF 
WINTER for the second year running.

WoW and their partner association PSIA-AAS1 encourage 
indigenous women and women of color to train as ski instructors 
by assisting them with training and providing scholarships.
We wish to contribute actively to the construction of a 
more inclusive mountain and outdoor sports sector.

ACT TO RESPECT OUR PLAYGROUND
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RAID BLANC 

Our Group continues to work with Défi  d’Elles 
to organize the Raid Blanc. Unfortunately, the 
event involving 100 women in Chamonix was 
canceled in 2021 due to the pandemic, but it 
has already been rescheduled for March 2022.

Every year, a team of Rossignol employees takes 
part in this great charity event.

MARTIN FOURCADE NORDIC FESTIVAL

A team of Rossignol employees and a team 
of Rossignol ambassador-athletes partici-
pated in this new festival. And our team of 
ambassador-athletes fi nished in fi rst place!

> Make dreams come true for 
children with brain tumors and 
support families and research. 
LES ETOILES FILANTES

> Prevent cancer with 
KEEP A BREAST.

AND HUMAN EXPERIENCESMeaningful 
sporting

CHARITABLE ACTIONS:

Rossignol and Défi  d’Elles contribute to 
two associations:

ACT TO RESPECT OUR PLAYGROUND
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OUR ACTIONS OVER THE LAST SIX MONTHS 
AND LOOKING FORWARD TO 2025 AND BEYOND

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

S1

S2

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

G6

CARBON FOOTPRINT

FACTORIES AND 
LOGISTICS

SUSTAINABLE 
PRODUCTS 

HUMAN RESOURCES

SUBCONTRACTING

GOVERNANCE, 
RISK AND REPORTING

COMMUNICATION

Cover all the Group’s scopes for 
greenhouse gas emissions 

Identify emission reduction actions 
and align them with our SBTs

Reduce our carbon footprint 
by 30% by 2030 and target 
carbon neutrality in 2050
Reduce waste by 40% by 2025

Develop eco-designed products
Integrate our products in 
a circular economy

Focus product innovation in 
line with green transition

Work on inclusion and 
quality at all levels

Ensure our employees thrive at work 
and reinforce our engagement

Expand CSR audits to all our product 
lines including WSE, Apparel and bike

Defi ne a new qualitative 
growth model

Establish new indicators to measure 
the Group's performance

Report to our shareholders

Identify and manage climate-
related risks and opportunities 

Inform and raise awareness 
in our consumers about 
preserving our playground

E

S

G
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We would like to thank all our team members for their daily 
contributions to our shared progress. Our commitment is 
your commitment!

We would also like to thank all our customers and partners 
for the trust they place in us. Lastly, thank you to the Global 
Compact organization for the positive effect it has around 
the world.

Thanks
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CSR PROGRESS

OUR CSR ACTIONS RESULTS 2018/19 RESULTS 2019/20 RESULTS 2020/21

Turnover breakdown
Winter sports equipment and gear 70%
Bikes 15%
Apparel & footwear 15%

Winter sports equipment and gear 70%
Bikes 15%
Apparel & footwear 15%

Winter sports equipment and gear 71 %
Bikes 12 %
Apparel & footwear 17 %

Safety -  frequency 9.98 8,28 7,84

Safety -  gravity 0,43 0,66 0,37

Plants certifi ed ISO 14001

Artés 
Montebelluna 

Nevers  
Sallanches

yes
no
yes
no

yes
no 
yes 
yes

yes
yes •
yes 
yes

Water consumption in our plants

Artés 
Montebelluna 

Nevers  
Sallanches

St Etienne de St Geoirs 
(plateforme logistique)

30 512 m3
1 607 m3
1 623 m3 
6 212 m3

31 477 m3
1639 m3
1 871 m3
4286.8 m3
4337.86 m3

23 019 m3 •
1260 m3 •
1733 m3 •
4376 m3 •
5584.55 m3 •

Energy consumption in our plants Artés 
Montebelluna 

Nevers   
Sallanches

St Etienne de St Geoirs 
(Logistic center)

electricity 9 600 MWh  / gas 7 400 MWh
electricity 2 167 MWh / gas 211 MWh
electricity 1 149 MWh / gas 2 281 MWh
electricity 7 101 MWh  / gas 3 598 MWh

electricity 7 560 MWh/gas 7 400 MWh
electricity  1887 MWh/gas 1508 Mwh
electricity 872 MWh/gas 2103 MWh
electricity 6469 MWh/gas 2912 MWh
electricity 6989 MWh/gas 1182 MWh

electricity 6918 MWh/gas 6009 MWh •
electricity  1450 MWh/gas 1917Mwh •
electricity 696 MWh/gas 1965 MWh •
electricity 4883 MWh/gas 2522 MWh •
electricity 5989 MWh/gas 1098MWh •

Quantity of common industrial 
waste generated 
by our main plants 

Artés 
Montebelluna 

Nevers   
Sallanches

St-Etienne-St-Geoirs

1,052 metric tonnes
97 metric tonnes
122 metric tonnes
530 metric tonnes
241 metric tonnes

1,027 metric tonnes
87 metric tonnes
90 metric tonnes
472,88 metric tonnes
220 metric tonnes

719 metric tonnes •
104 metric tonnes •
75 metric tonnes •
659.64 metric tonnes •
217 metric tonnes •

Fire prevention rating 
for all our plants 73 (84% of maximum potential) 70 (80% of maximum potential) 72 (80% of maximum potential) •

Customer E-billing 79.9 % 85,55% 86,79% •

Neutral variation
(< à 10%)

Positive variation Negative variation
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- THANK YOU -

SKIS ROSSIGNOL
98 rue Louis Barran 38430 Saint-Jean de Moirans, France
respect@rossignol.com


